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FOREWORD

This publication was orepared under contract for the
Joint Publications Research Servlce. es a translation
or foreign-language research service to the various
federal government departments.

The contents of this material in no way represent the
policies, vies or, attit•14ds, .. , ths,U, $,. Govermelnt
or of the parties to any distkibutfin arr*ngement.

PROCUW43Zi OFV' JRS REPORTS

All JPRS reports may be ordered from the Office of Technical
SerVIces, Reports publisheid prior to 1 February 1963 san be Provided,
fo: the most part, only in photocopy (xerOx), Those published after
1 Fetbruary 1963 will be provided in printed form.

Detaits on special subscription arrangements for JP socialscieanc reports will be provided upon request.

No cumulative subject index or catalog of all JPRS reports
has been corpiled.

All JPRS reports are IIsted in the Monthly Catalo of .U.S.
Government Publications, available on subscription .50 Fr year
($3.00 forein), itIneluding an annual index, from the Superintendent
of Documents, U. S, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.

All JPRS scientific and technical reports are cataloged and
subject-indexed in Tgohni al Trt!m , published semimonthly by
the Office of Technical ServiceS, and also available on subscription
($12,00 per year domestio, $16.00 forei n) from the Sup46intendent
of Documents, Semi anutal ineAexseto Technical Tr.nalk4•gns are
available it additictial bost,
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MJNGARY

Mrs. PASZTORNICZKY, Lajos, of the Department for .e&tzphone Technolo-

gical Development at the B3loiaunisz Ccinunicat_- W*c rks (Beloiannisz
Hiradastechnikai Gyar Telefontechnikai Fejlesztesi Osztaly) in Budapest.

"The K 40/160 Rural L-telephone.j Exchange"

Budapest, BED Muszaki Kozlemen ek, Vol 8, No 1, 1962, pp.1- 6 .

Abstract: The construction an4 performance of the exchange were described
in detail. Discussed were: the general circuitry, call number systems,
party-line and coin-olerated receivers, electrical data, traffic accoun.-
ting, remote control, and the block diagram of the installation. The
marker reliably and rapidly directs register switching, line selection,
outgoing calls, and inccming calls - in an order of preset priorities.
Maximum capacity of the exchange is 160 lines, each of which is capable

of being connected to the trunk circuit, connecting circuit, and all
the registers. No references.
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HUTIGARY -
SCIAVEL, Ferenc, and PIaVZ, Miklos, of the Department for Production
Planning at the Beloiannisz Communication Works (Beioiannisz
Hiradastechnikai Gyar Gyartastervezesi Oaztaly) in Budapest.

".Manufacture of Components by the Cold-Flow Method"

Budapest, BHG Muszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 1, 1962, pp. 7-16.

Abstract: The designing of the cold-flow tool was illustrated by means

of a practical example. Published formulae for calculating the energy
requirements were described. The most suitable metals for cold-flow
forming are copper, gold, silver, platinum, and aluminum. They require
suitable heat-treatment prior to forming. Selection of suitable lub-
ricant is essential. The advantages of the cold-flow forming method
ahd design criteria were revieved. No references.
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C ,Las zlo, of~ tbiq DeqarVUwnt for Transfer e :0, v~

eIt the Be1oianniai Co~mwiicatiOUB Works c~~i~liaao'k

91.3rC.Anoear Cbhxra~cteriaties"

A~btirct: T-he tirst pa.rt, of this paper dea*16 vtth Vkw Cutaly,
R:-ethoO off deaoxibiing nw1iweur v* cte,,ti,-, the fwction

cox-1tr mat)2od. e evsmothod (decapoit~ion!. ,:to poyvw
v&ex thenZ disc used Jz miore d~tail, with specal refere~nce to bi--

* valent, Jcty eharniotericticis. Piz.iULy, the %ethods for cal'-
cu~latin~g the ah&rmcterietica off jusi.-2.inew eircutaii ewd tho me-,
1:Žodia for linearzimg~l~~ ea&m.tevsticz, were rove.v~ewd. N

Wsr. L1MOCZKI Aadras, of the FinezrzciaJ. DIepartmcnt at t~he Beloi-wuizzi
anmuiecaions lWorka (fleloianniz Hi adeateobxrii I Clyiu- PnuaVI

Owftkay) ini Buda~pest.

"Voucber Dis cipline"~

ý,kdý.e Miqzaki. K lenVe k, V03 N, o 1., 3 ', PP. 2933

AIbst.:act: Porcd-,tic~ ouohz doeumentia4t,; a~.13 oprtc)- thek, lInvolv-a
ahnuVWIn the tMoetk ed ac&ilitlas Oft he ro&ct~icili
pla~e mu.,t be prepared aa ýwoptly after' the aperetti-ox "-,. eavltedI

sit p.,aticable and must be lova~rded wthouit delay, to then apprxo A-ate
ti~ntb~trative departmenet.. Failae to ffo--ov UALi; dia~lpltnaew oaes
vier ±ous d isruptlow. wad errow~ous a Ltm~n.Vioat~ior-s aiout
:irmqjent:ly dbsex-rvd ýnre described and ury ague~ted t,) pre-veat
tihesmv. Scmxe examples -wee desribed to i~llgtrate pot-extial con-
soitiewncees of f aulty or delayed vouciber pre~poxetion. X-- reer~cs



11MM~rARY

JTAS1I, Istva,ý and SAFAL•, Zoltwit of the ! e tment for Transfer
Tecbnology Develornent at the Beloioauisz Camwu.auationr' Works
(fleloiamnisz Hiradastechnnikai Gyar Atviteltechnikai FeJleszteqi
Ovztaly) in Bodapest.

" tkpplicaticn of Transistors in Transfer Technology" (?art 2)

Budqpest, BEG Musvaxi Kozlerenye.k, Vol 8, N'o 1. 1962, pp. 34-4O.

,beýtract: The following subjects were reviewd in some detaeI:
effects of temperature on transistor performance, methode for
the calculation of of permissible operating temperature, an6
interpretatio= of transistor characteristics gI en in Muu-
f•.cturerst ctalogs. Examples were given for the Tarious cal.
culating methodi involved. Three references to German publi-
cations,

1/4.

HLPhJGA•• 7

JOBIBAGY, Aladax, of the Climuate lAboratory at the ýNflolannisz Ccm ,-
nications Works (Z3,loann~isz Hiradastechnikai O.Gr K.lmkwlaboratorium)
i1n Budapest.

"v-aluation of eeistetence to Tropical Climnte by Outdoor rcposure Tests"

B&dapest, BEG ,szaei Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, Nc 1, 1962, pp, 41)-46.

Abstract: The deleterious ejffects of tropic•. climate are attrubutable
to temperature, actinic radiation, wabient relative air humidity, bio-
logical influencesz and under special circumstances, salt content in
tne air in area" adjacent to the sea-shore, nrud 'orrosive gas and soot
content of the atmosphere in industrial locatiuas. Oatdoor exposure
Eaations in Southern China (Canton and Yli:.K . operated by the Subtro-
pical Research lnstitate ý original)..nguage versi-)n not givenJ7 in
Canton, China, were described. Additional stations are located in the
Lejcsou peninsula (near Hsaven) and in the Pn:'ther-r Section of the
Hainan Islahd (near Vanlin). All these stations are suitable for the
evaluation of components in coAmunicationsa syat4:r,•. ,o rcferences.1/1 .



ICUNDGAR -

HOW1ATTI, Kalman, of the Met llographical Laboratory at the MEOB /ex-
panded version not givenJ (iMEOB Metal.oprafisi Laborastorium) L-oca-
tion not given-/ •

"Determiia.tion of the Layer Thickness of Galvanic Coatings"

Budapest, BHG Muezaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No i, .962, pp. 47-54..

Abstract: The following methods were reviewed: the microscopical me-
11tc, -d&tezmination by means of electrical measuremente, determina-
tion by chemical methods, determination by the drop or fluid stream
m:ethod (German Standard DIN50-951), the method emrploying radioactIve
isotopes. Techniques for the preparation of cross-sectional speci-
mena were discussed, The accuracies of the various methods were com-
pared and it vw concluded that the results obtained by means of the
tltra-Optimeter are the most accurate (+ 0.0); microns at a coating
thic-',ness above 5 microns). Five references, including . Hungrian
snd 4 German.

EJNGARY

UIGOSI, VIJMoO Laffiliation not given..

"A Device for the Determimation of the Service Life of M1ectrolytic
Condensers"

Eudapest, BMi Muszaki Kozl~exayek, Vol 8, No 1, 13962, pp. 55-60.

Abstract: The device, described in detail, consists of a line adapter,
uwitching circuit, rectifying unit, regulator, stabilizer, and me=au-
ring system. Detailed schematic diagrams are shown. There are five
adjustable ranges (0-100, 100-200ý 200-•30O 300-1400, nd 400-,100 volts)nnd five fixed ranges (85, 150, 250, 350, and 4K* 6olts). Maxitum
eoadinrg capacity is 100 milliamperes for adJustable operation and 40
Tilliamperes for fixed operation. Required inae cjry'ent is 220 volts,
50 cycles per second. Operating instructions arp given aand the accuracy
cf the instrumeat nt various operating modes is indicated. No refe-
rences.
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LACZKO, Karoly, of the Works Engineering Section at the F GYES
texpanded version not given_(F GYES Uzemmernokseg) Zlocation
not givenJ7.

"What We Often Forget"

Budapest, BEG Muszski Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 2, 1962, pp. 1-12.

Abstract: This article reviews the most common faults committed du-
ring the design and manufacture of articles made on revolver-type
and automatic lathes. It also gives constructive suggestions to
avoid these faults. The following points were covered: selection
of material, gears and threads, and piping. Emphasis was laid on
improving production rate and decreasing the amount of waste pro-
duced. No references.

1/1
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TOTH, Andras, and VASS, Bela, of the Department for Telephone Tech-
nology Development at the Beloiannisz Ccmiunications Works

"Beloiannisz Hiradastechnikai Gyar Telefontechnikai Fejlesztesi
Osztalyjin Budapest.

"The Electronically Controlled CA 20 Crossbar Sub-Exchange"

Budapest, BHG Muszeki Kozlemenk, Vol 8, No 2, 1962, pp. 13-17.

Abstract: The Sub-Exchangs is based on a DC 470-type crossbar switching
unit and is horizontally multiplying in three sections. The block
diagram of the unit is explained and the various operating modes
described. Circuits are provided for calls between substations, bet-
ween a substation and an outside line (outgoing call), between a
substation and an outside line (incoming c&ll), and an operator
circuit. The following messages can be handled simultaneously:
five local calls + one incoming call; three outgoing calls + two
local calls; or three incoming calls + 1 operator call + 1 local
call. No references.~l-/t I_



H1RV•AN•, Ferene, and TAKACS, La3o,, of the Main Technological Delpart-
merit at the Beloiannlaz Communications Works /-Beloannisz
ffiradastechnikai Gyar Technologiai Foosztalya: in Budapest.

"Modern Methods for the Manufacture of Signal Receptor Spriags"

Budapest, BBG Muezaki Kozlemenyk, Vol 8, No 2, 1962, pp. 18-32.

Abstract: The manufacturing methods presently, employed in Hunp.ry, in
the 1JBSR, in Switzerland, and in the German Democratic Republic were
reviewed. A detailed description is given of the tools designed for
manufacturing the springs by a composite method taking into conside-
ration all foreign developments. Six engineering drawings were shown
for these tools. The ideas incorporated from the East German method
proved to be the most beneficial in rendering the new tools produc-
tive and dependable. No references.

1/1
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------------------------------ flfllmf ---------------

WMGARY -

SZG4YI, Jozsef, of the Planning Department at the A GYES [-expended
version not given_] (A GYMS Tervezes) flocation not given]

"Tests for Ferrite Cores"
Budapest, BW Mazaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 2, 1962, pp. 33-4L

Abstract: The test methods promulgated in KO&z (Koho- es Gepiperi
Miniszteri~mi Szabvany; Staadard issued by the Ministry of Metallur-
gical and Machine Industries) No. 629442 and 629443 standards for
ring-shaped ferrite samples were modified to enable the evaluation
of other shapes. The theory upon which the modified methods were
based, the equipment used, and the testing techniLues involved
were described in detail. The tests were so designed that the results
could be compared with those obtained on corresponding ring-shaped
test specimens. One reference to a Hungarian publication.
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ScOFAI, Ferenc, of the Climate Laboratory at. the Beloianuisz Communi-
cations Works (Belolannisz Hiradastechnikai Gyar Klimalaboratorium)
in Budapest.

"Evaluation of Resistance to Outdoor Climate by Exposure Tests in a
Natural Tropical Site" (Part 2).

Budapest, BM Muszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 2, 1962, pp. 42-50.

Abstract: Exposure sites in China are used to evaluate the resistance
to tropical climate of insulating materials, cordage, rubber articles,
impregnating materials, heat-hardening resins, polyvinyl chloride ar-
ticles, paint systems, metal surfaces, coatings for metals, and cables.
rhe operations involved are explained on the example of the evaluation
of various types of metal coating (galvanized surfaces and plated sur-
faces). Finished components such as condensers, relays, coils, micro-
phones, electronic tubes, ivdtches, hardware, and lamps are also eva-
luated at these sites. The operations involved were illustrated with
the example oj. stiroflex condenser tests. No refereuces.

--------------------------------------------

HUNGARY

VAMOS, Lajos, Ph. D., of the Financial Department at the Beloiannisz
4ommunications Works I(Beloiannisz Hiradastechnikai Gyar Penzugyi
0sztaly) in Budapest.

"Undesirable Effects of Raw Material and Finished Prodact Accumulatio•l'

Budapest, BH3 Muszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 2, 1962, pp. 51-54.

Abstract. The Hungarian economy is adversely affected by an undue ac-
cumulation of raw materials and finished products in the manufacturing
establishments. For one thing, foreign exchange may be tied up by ha-
ving excessive quantities of imported raw materials in stock. Exces-
sive quantities of finished products tie up scarce storage area and
cause losses in interest. Proper planning and production control is
vell-nigh impossible with excessive stocks. To avoid these and other
andesirable consequences, the accumulation of raw materials and fi-
nished products must be avoided. Penalties in the statutes for plants
that fail to obperve the applicable regulations were described. There
are also incentives provided for plants that are especially meticulous

L 1/1 in this respect. No references.
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SZXILAGI, Sandor, of the Product Planning Departnent at the T GYRS
Cexq;omded version 4ot given7 (T GYU Gyartuanyterveses) Elocation
niot I.;.venj7.

"The SM-25 Autcoatic Central kocbhWe"

Buda•est, BHG Muszeki Kozlawduek, Vol 8, No 2, 1962, pp. 55-63.

Abstzact: This article describes the modifications in the aT-25
exchuii that were recently IM•upeznted. The modified version,
desigated ST-25, has an Increased capacity, provides for pri-
ority calls, enables a greater percentage of oAtside calls to
be tuindled, bas a simplified autamatic transfer system, permits
the holding of calls, and provides for 'broker's call-back,. The
ring:Lng circuit is now supplied with transistorized oscillators.
The r:ew exchange bas provisions for future expansion. Details of
the various modifications are shown. No refereaces.

1/1

L
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NAOY., Bela, faffiliation not, given].7

"Voice and Ringing Circuits in Telephone Exchanges"

Budapest, BEG Mustaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 2, 1962, pp. 64-66.

Abst:_.act: A cheap voice and ringing circuit va described for low-ca-
pacildy telephone exchanges. Schematic diagrams and operating parameters
were given for both the ringing oscillator and for a 40-cycle oscil-
lator employed in the voice circuit. The modes for indicating a call
and for indicating the 'busy' signal were described. The circuits were
provLUed with multivibrators that operated satisfactorily even Tf the
volt-age varied from 22-32. No references.

1/1
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SCHMMIT, Janos, of the Climate Laboratory at the Beloiannisz Comu-
,ications Works (Beloiannisz Hiradastechnikai Gyar Klimalaborstorium)
in Budapest,
"Experiences in the Field oi Climate-Resistance Evaluation Gathered in

the German Democratic Republic"

Budapest, B3.Muszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 3, 1962, pp. 1-5.

Abstract: The s.uthor participated in a tour (during the summer of
1961) in the establishment at Berlin-Adlershof where research on
climate resistexce and on test procedures to evaluate the effects
of outdoor exposure on various materials is conducted. A review
was made of the following activities in the German Democratic Re-
public: coordination of climate-resistance research, certifying
products as to their resistance to the climate at which they will
be used, apd development of methods to evaluate various materials
and products a" to their climate-resistance. No references.

EUNGARY

Mrs. SIMON, Zoltan, of the Department of Transfer Technology Develop-
ment at the Bs..onannisz Communications Works (Beloiannisz
HiradastechniktLc. Gyar Atviteltechanikai Fejlesztesi Osztaly) in Budapest.

"Compander Circuits"

Budapest, BR Muszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 3, 1962, pp. 6-12.

Abstract: Coaptnders are employed in communications equipment to in-
crease the sipuil-to-noise ratio. They consist of a compressor at the
sending side and of an expander at the receiving side. Both components
were described mathematically. Design criteria were explained on the
basis of an ewxaple. The effects of signal transference, the effects
of noise supprEossion, and possible sources of distortion were discus-
sed. The only significant disadvantage of cumpanders is that they
decrease the stability of the circuit of which they form a pirt. No
references.

1/1
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RADAI, Sandor, of the Department for Production Development at the
Beloienniez Cammunications Works (Beloiannisz Riradastechnikai Gyar
Oyartasfejlesztesi Osztaly) in Budapest.

"Polypropylene"

Budapest, BHG Muszaki KozlemeRnyek, Vol 8, No 3, 1962, pp. 13-16.

Abstract: The properties, fabrication, and applications of isotactic
polypropylene were reviewed in general on the basis of information
obtained from published literature, from the Montecatini Company's
product information peamphlets, and from lectures delivered by manu-
facturers' representatives during their tours in Budapest. There
is no significant amount of information available fram Hungarian
sources. The material has potential aDplications in the field of
communicationh equipment. No referenues.

1/1

I/iI

TOTH, Andras, and VASS, Bela, of the Department for Telephone Techno-
logy Development at the Beloiannisz Cammunications Works (Beloianniez
ffiradastechnikai Gyar Telefontechnikai FeJlesatesi Osztaly) in Budapest.

"The Electronically Controlled CA 20 Crossbar Sub-Exchange" (Part 2).

Budapest, BHG Muaszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 3, 1962) pp. 17-25.

Abstract: Block diagrams are shown and detailed description is given
-- _the following parts of the sub-exchange: identifier, guidance and

storage circuit, line selector, citcults associated with the signal-
ling branches, power supply, and ringing, voice, and interrupting
circuits. The various operating modes were discussed. No references.

1/1
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NMIKaLMI, Antal, of the Physical Laboratory at the 1OB (expnded
version not givenJ(MCB Fisikai Labor) Elocation not givenj.

"Applications of Spectrum Analysis in Our Plant"

Budapest, BBG Muszaki KozlewmMek, Vol 0, No 3, 1962, pp. 26-33.

Abstract: A brief description was given of the techniques involved in
the analysis of metals by apectroanalytical methods. These methods
proved impractical for the determination of precious metals and some
nonferrous metals owing to the fact that their lines suitable for eva-
lation are in the ultraviolet region. Plans were described for exten-
ding the available apparatus for use in the ultraviolet wavelength
region. One reference to a Hungarian publication.

1/1
L

I HUGARY

CEBE, Laszlo, of the Deprtment for Transfer Technology Development at
the Beloiannisz Communications Works (Beloiannisz Eiradastechnikai
Gyar Atviteltecbnikai Fejlesztemi Osztaly) in Budapest.

"Nonlinear Characteristics" (Part 2).

Budapest, BH MWssaki Kozleaenyek, Vol 8, No 3, 1962, pp. 34-48.

Abstract: Bivalent characteristics vere discussed in detail on the be-
sis of examples. The decoposition into polyncms of such characteristics
was explained and practical examples vere discussed for illustrating
the calculations involved in the designing of quasi-linear circuits.
Calculations for regenerative amplifiers vere shown on the basis of the
so-called linearization of nonlinear characteristics. Four references,
including I Hungarian and 3 German.
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IMELY, Karoly, of the Department for Tool Deuign at tbe Beloiannisz
Comun±ications Works (Beloiannisz Hiradastechnikat Gyar
Szerszamszerkeeztesi Osztaly) in Budapest.

"Tolerances for Block Tools"

Budapest, MHG Muszaki Xozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 3, 1962, pp. 49-56.

Abstract: Standards for tolerances were developed for block tools
used in catting and shaving operations. Criteria used in the de-
velopment of the standards were described. Examples were shown for
the designing of tools complying with the stipulations of the app-
licable standard. N6 references.

e ,1

L__

MJNGARY

SARMANY, Peter, -affiliation not givenj.

"An Apparatus for Measuring the Operating Time of Sisnal Receivers
Z-in Cnmunications Equipment_7.

Budapest, BED Muszai Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 3, 1962, PP. 57-59.

Abstract: The apparatus, described by means of schematic diagram and
circuit details, is suitable for checking out time-regulated signal
receivers used in rural telephone exchbanges. By using suitable adap-
tors, the device is a.lso suitable for series testing. It has an ac-
curacy of + 10% in the 3-10 milliampere range and an accuracy of
+ 5% in the 10-300 milliampere range. No references.

1/1l
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1- A7

BELANXI, Jozsef, of the F GYES Jexpanded version acd location not
gvenj.

"Analytical Study of the Production Process"

Budapest, BEG Muszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 4, 1962, pp. 1-14.

Abstract: The production flow was schematically characterized, eiua-
tions were developed for the individual factors affecting total pro-
duction and for the characterization of total production, and
numerical examples were presented in detail for actual case histo-
ries. In contemporary plants it is essential to study the indi-
vidual production stages as a function of time, taking into account
the time elapsed between receipt of the order and releasing the
finished product for shipping. If an increased production rate is
desired, the acceleration process should begin at the first pro-
duction stage and all successive stages should be preferably ac-
celerated at the same rate rather than accelerating one particular
phase. No references.

1 _7

BLUM, Endre, of the Department for Telephone Technology Development
at the Beloiannisz Communications Works (Beloiannisz Hiradastechnikai
Gyar Telefontechnikai Fejlesztesi Osztaly) in Budapest.

"Transistorized Apparatus for Automatic Placing of Calls"

Budapest, BMD Mqszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 4, 1962, pp. 15-22.

Abstract: A device was developed for the placing of calls sequenti-
ally and autcmatically for all lines connected to an exchange to
establish whether all connections are in satisfactory operating con-
dition. It can be adjusted to terminate the call when the signal
of ringing was perceived or at any preset interval thereafter.
The apparatus is used to check exchanges prior to delivery but
is also suitable for checking exchanges on location. The various
circuits of the apparatus were described in considerable detail.
No references.

1/1
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L4IkO0, 2re, cCf tj Do~p tment for Production Doevelopment at the
Baolr.oisn. LC=unioations Works (Beloianuiiz Hiradasteahnikai Gyar
G:,artaefe4.IAe5zes1. Os taly) in Budapest.

"]ftesulta ot the 1961 wchaizatioa Plaw and •b~r.cem Gained A•rirg

the Implematation of the Results"

R.:Wdapoet, B3r Mazzaki KozlVeanek, voi 8, so 4, 1962, pp. 23-28.

Abstrac.-t A brief review w" given of the stepe tisrx dariug 1961 at
tIi;* o.axvis z Coimmnications Works (Btloianmisz Hiradustecnmikai
0 Gy'mX) in uda••eat to mechbaize variout ma nefctur~txe processes.
The two woet ai iftcsait acmhiveen iem s re in the field of transfer
equipimnt. No references,

VIERDOCIZI, Laszlc., of the EO( Z-expanded version a•rd location nrot
&g:L.venj7.

"SC(oercive Foree of Autcoatic 8vitch MaSnets&'

But.dapest, IG. MuAzaki Kozlemeny, Vol 8, No 4, 1962, pp. 29-42.

Abstract: The factors affecting coercive force mad the methods used
for determin.ingi the magitkude of the coercive force were reviewed.
TeIsts were coAductAd with Fungsrian-made Fermex mater.fia and the
following proeeua resulted in producets of optimm'Lt performance: The
cvikrefutl1,i deg;eaed articles were embedded in chips of low-carbon
steel, placed into a crucible, boated under exclusion of air to
84:0-870 dogxees Centigrade for two hours, then cooled at a rate
of. 100 Wdegets Centigrade per hour to -00 degrees, and then cooled
to room tcorperature without control. No references.

1/1
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ERDODI, Larzlo, and MAMUI., Jozaef, of the Design Departzent at the
TW1 f-expaaded version not S1ven]( zerke;vztes) fClocation not

t H1,-Type Machines for Applying Insulation to Cables"

Budapest, BHGMuszaki Kozlemen ek, Vol 8, No 4, 1962, pp. 43

Abstract: The HSU-1 machine, which produces th, Etiltex cable (tin-
coated copper cable insulated with textile-reAuforced polyethylene),
and the HSz-2 machine, which is an improved version of the former,
we.re described in detail. In both machines the cable is covered
first with a braid and is then drawn through a aontainer In whica
the insulator is kept under pressure and at elevated temperature.
The HSz-1 has been in continuous operation since 1961; the BSz-2
will be placed into regular operation in the near fature. No re-
ferences.

1/1

1 UNGARY--

F0.•GO, Dezso, of the Department for Transfer Technologl.cal Products
Development at the Beloianniez Caraunication Works (Beloianniz
Hir'adastecbnikai Gyar Atviteltechniksi Gyartmsnyfej.lesztesi Osztaly)
in Budapest.

"DimLensioning of Four-Pole Compensators"

Budapest, BID Musza.ki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 4, 1962, pp. 50- 6 4.

Abstract: The various calculations involved in designing and dimen-
sioning four-pole compensators such as used in multi-channel trans-
fer equipi.ent were reviewed and illustrated by practical examples.
No references.
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R)tUIo Pal, of the Department for Telephone Technology Developmont at
the 3eloie•e e•ui Co•snuioations Works (Beloiarzist Etir••technikai
Gya&r Telefontechnikai Pejl2efteai Osztoly) in Budapest.

"Structure of the Switching Field in Multiple,-Guidance Crossbar
!~chanie."

uadspest, 332 Mustaki XOZc eryek, Vol S, No 5, 1962, pp. 1-8.

Ab'eora+t,. Multiple guidance was defined as the operation whereby a
Free-ph between two subscribers is selected by scanning possible
;atAs ooth within and among several crossbar exchangee. Various
;.rtciples for achieving multiple guidance were reviewed and their
xespective operating modes explained. The internal information con-
tenb of the conventiona! type switching field was illustrated.
Simulation of the switching field vas diecussed. No references.

-------------------- aaan a ................ yh SCa e

IRAMS, Gzea, of the Main Department at the ?60 Eexpanded version

riot givenr7(MEO Fooeftaly) Elocation not given].

"Reliability of Transfer Technological Equipment"

Budapect, BM azaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8 , No 5, 1962, pp. 9•-12..

Abstract: A 12-channel unit contains 15-20 thousand components and
&E-s'subject potentially to breakdown o.ring to defective con-

tact, short circuit, imprcoper soldering. and component deficieny.
Thus, r*liability in an essential requirement and all equipment
chould be thoroughly tested before releasing it for shipment. The
metehode employed in testing the BK-24 and the BO-12 transfer ap-
pawrstus were descrlbed. Typical results obtained were analyzed.
NIo refxrences.
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BENCSIK, Gyorgy, of the Plant Engineering Offict) at the F GYES E-ex.
panded version not given_7(F GYES iUzemmernokeeg) /_location not givenj.

"What we Often Forget"

Budapest, BIG Muszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 5, 1962, pp. 13-24.

Abstract: This article reviewe the most common faallts Coritted
during the desiag and manufacture of cold-formed parts produced
without turning. Covered were: selection of material, puwnching,
die-cutting, sinking, bending, and shaping. In addition to eva-
luating the potential errors in each individual manufacturing
step, the proper sequence of the individual steps and the over-
all design concept should also be critically evaluated before
finalizing the entire process. No references.

1/1.
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HUNGAR-

K&9SELYAK, Peter, of the Climate Laboratory at the Beloianaisz Commu-
aication Works (Beloiannisz lIiradustechnikai Gyar Kla.mlahoratorium)
in Budapest.

"Evaluation of the Climate Resistance of Germaaiwm Diodes and
Transistors"

Budapest, B110 Muazaki Kozle~enyk, Vol 8, No 5, 1962, pp. 25-31.

Abstract: There are no accepted standards for +h^ -eqejuired resistance
to climate for germanium transistors and diodes. Results obtained in
the course of outdoor excposure tests were given in tables and the fin-
dings were discussed in deta._i. For diodes, the changes in voltage
drop in the 'go' direction at ac.minal current strength and the clasges
in voltage in the ho-go' direction at closing current yere meoaured
both prior to and following the outdoor exposure. For ' 4r~anmisors,

the collector-base and the collector-emitter return current and the
low-frequency 'n' parameter in awounded emitter state were determined
as a measure of climate-resistance. No reierences.
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KARDOS, Jozeef, and SZILAGYI, Sandor., of the T-GOM -efxpanded version

and location not givenJ.

"An Autanstic Telephone Network for Plants"

Budapest, BM bkszaki Kozlmen.'k, Vol 8, No 5, 1962, pp. 32-43.

Abstract: The following systems were described in saoe detail: the
75-M 5ostal-type exchange the MAy [tMax Allavasutak; Hungarian
National Hailway/ j-type 7D-PBX exchange, and the MAV network. The
MAV network enables communication between the six regional directo-
rates and betimen the regional directorate and the associated sub-
directorates. The former is accomplished by using the 7D-PEX ex-
change; the latter, by using the 8M2-55 or the 7055 exchange. No
references.

1/1

L I

ZAKARIAS, Gabor, of the Department for Transfer Tecbnology Develop-
ment at the Belolannisz Ccomunications Works (Belolannisz
Hiradastechnikai Gyar Atviteltechnikai Fealeszteei Osztaly) in
Budapest.

"Designing Printed Circuits"

Budapest, BO Muszaki Kozlemenyek, Vol 8, No 5, 1962, pp. 4-54.

Abstract: This article is a review of the operations involved in
hie plingt, designing, manufacturing, and installation of printed

circuits with special emphasis to the requirements of the commu-
nications equipment manufacturing induetry. Design criteria and
practical aspects of layout were discussed. Preparation of initial,
intermedlate, and final layout and engineering diagram Val illust-
rated. No references.
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F EPGAR~Y7

LUCOS, Lajoe, of the Depwatiat for Production Dovemlopnt at the
Ul6iannisz Commiucations Works (Beloivonisz PF' -adaetecbnikai Gyar

0'-artaxtervezesi Osztaly) in Budapest.

,,,/A 1ieport on theJ7 Study Tour Ina France."

Budapest), ) Muszaki Kosleme.nk, Vol 8, No 5, 1962, pp. 55-60.

,A'stract: The author visited various communications equipaent factories
WmTii66ratories during his visit to France vhich took place from 9 to
2.3 Oct 1961. The highlights of the tour were described. No references.

I ._I
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HUNGARY

BAIASSA, Imre, [-aff.ilation not given].°

"Some Questions of Organizing Design Work in Precision Mechanics"

Budapest, FinQ'mmechanika, Vol 1, No 12, Dec 1S)62, pp. 353-355.

Abstract: /-Author's English summary, modified] Obsolescence of pro-
ducts and the high degree of specialization required are the principal
problems of design work to-day. Methods for solving these problems
are presented. The need for technical information services In the pre-
paration of modern designs is stressed. Suggestions are presented on
drawings for small runs and individual items, organization, and working
techniques. The need for including the technologists and the engineers
into the planning activity, the coordination of the work of all parti-
cipants, and examples dealing with the drawing room and an electrical
laboratory were discussed. No references.

1/1
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HUNGARY

RUZICSKA, Gyorgy, mechanical engineer, of the Hungarian Optical Works
(Magyar Optikai Muvek) in Budapest.

"Alignment of Optical Components. Part I"

Budapest, Finommechanika, Vol 1, No 12, Dec 1962, pp. 356-363.

Abstract:fAuthor's English summary, modified] The methods, problems,
and developuent of optical component aligning are reviewed. To achieve
alignment, there are two methods, viz., (1) adjusting the lens center
by means of the image produced by the lens or by the transmitted light
(optical method) and (2) adjusting the center by means of zones of iden-
tical thickness arranged concentrically around the optical axis (me-
chanical method). A survey was presented on the various techniques
employed in component alignment by the industry. No references.

1/1
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ALMASSY, Oyorgr, Ph. D., Eaffiliation not giver]..J.

"Design of Electronic Apparatus in Respect to Heat f xpnuionJ7•,Pat 41"

Budapest, Finaecbanika, Vol 1, No 12, Dec 1ý62, pp. 364-369.

Abstract: Z-Author's English cummary, modified 7 The principles of
heat convection are discussed with special em is on their effect.
upon. electronic apparatus. Practical methods of calculation are
presented. An example of calculation is given for the cooling of
semiconductors and of instrument housings. Twenty-seven references,
including 3 Hungarian, 6 German, 1 Russian,. and 17 Western.

2/1

------------------f --------------------------

HUNGAIff
FAZAKAS, BalazA Ph. D., Candidate of Techni,_,al Sciences, L-tffilia-

tion not givenj.

"The General Geometry of Cutting with Regard to Kinematic Conditions"

Budapest, Finommechanikaj, Vol 1, No 12, Dec 1962, pp. 370-380.

Abstract:[Z-Author fs English summary, modified] Only the cutting angles
characterizing tool production are given for cutting tools and for cut-
ting operations. These angles do not characterize unambiguously the
cutting tool or the cutting process since tool displacement during
cutting is disregarded. Thus, there is a need for a new system for cha-
racterization, a system which is independent of relative tool displa-
cement and which characterizes the process rather than the tool. Such
"a system defines the 'active angle'; suggestions for Implementing such
"a method of characterization are presented. The method is suitable for
tools with two or more edge also. Six references, including 2 Hun-
garian, 3 German, and 1 Russian.

1/1 _
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VAJDA, Zoltan,,faffiliation not given].

"Conference for Sigmal Recording by Movable Magnets"

Budapest, Finizzachanika, Vol 1, No 12, Dec 1962, pp. 381-382.

Abstract: The Conference, held from 15 to 18 Oct 1962 -location not
givenj, wa organized by the Society for Opt-os, Acoustics, and
Cinematogaphy (Optikai, Akusztikai, as Filmtechnikai E~esulet).
Two hundred and tventy delegates attended, including 64 from abroad
representing 8 Western and six Soviet-block countries. Fourty-one
lecturer, were presented (27 by delegates from Soviet-block countries).
An exhibit of B!ungarian electrical appliances was presented simul-
taneously.

1/12
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HUINGARY7

BAJZA (Mrs. LICHTENBERGER), Edit, Ph. D., of the Research Institute
for Metals (Femipari Kutato Intezet)L-iocation uot given].

"Electrolytic Polishing of Metals"

Budapest, Fincmechanika, Vol P., No 1, Jan 1.963, pp. 1-7.
Abstract: Z-Author's English sumiary, modified] The applications of

electrolytic metal polishing were reviewed. The process can be used
not only for the production of plane, polished surfaces but also for
deburring. The techniques for electrolytically polishing aluminum,
steel, and copper were described in detail. This field is rapidly
developing and has a wide field of potential applications in many
industries. Fourteen references, including 1 Hungarian, 3 Russian,
1 German, and 9 Western.

1/1

L

WALTER, Istvan, of the Hungarian Optical Works (Magyar Optikal Muvek)
in Budapest.

"Precision-Machining in the Optical Industry" (Part I).

Budapest, Fincmechbanika. Vol 2, No 1, Jan 1963, pp. 8-11.

Abstract:j-Author's English summaryjThe precision-machining methods
of the optical industry were discussed. Same foreign techniques were
complemented by data gined by experiences in Hungary. The theory
and techniques of grinding and polishing were discussed. Surface
roughness and surface regularity were defined. ý-To be continued_].
No references.

1/1
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FERENCZY, Jeno, j7Afiliation not givenJ.

"Development of Chipless Cold Working in the Precision Machining of
Metals"

Budapest, Fincuaechanika, Vol 2, No 1, Jan 1963, pp. 12-15.

Abstract: jAuthor's English summary, modifiedJ Two new methods of
cold metal working were described, One, the theory of which is not yet
fully developed although encouraging experimental results have been
reported, is the high-speed forming. The other encompasses. several
non-orthodox procedures, described in detail, which render series
production more economical. These new procedures open a new pathway
in the precision metalworking technology. No references.

i/I
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IHUGARY 7J

SZIIMAI, Otto, of the Institute for Machine Tool Developmient
(SzerszmamMpfejlesszto Inteset)f-location not givenj.

"Precision Maechining with Abrasive Stones"

Budapest, Finommechanika, Vol 2, No 1, Jan 1963, pp. 16-22.

Abstract: C-Author' s Engaish s•mary, modified_] In determining the op-
timum parameters for honing and superfinishing, foresight and experience
in required because the mission of a single factor can appreciably
decrease the output. According to experiences Gined in Hungary, fac-
tors affecting productivity are frequently neglected. Thiz gives rise
,to the opinion that the productivity values published in the literature
and pmaphlets cannot even be approached in practice. The tasks facing
the Hwnarian machine-building industry make it necessary for fac-
tories to become acquainted with the techniques of precision machini
with the aid of abrasive stones. They should also become familiar with
the results of current research and translate the findings into prac-
tice. These data wore briefly suiuarised. light references, including
1/1 2 rungarian, 1 Russian, and 5 German.
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ACiAI, Tibor, Mechanical Engineer, of the Coatral Technological Group
for Cow~unications Technology(Hfradanteehnlkai Kozponti Technologus
Csoport)-locatlon not giveýnJ.

"Problems of Fine-Nischanical Nature in the Manuf'acture of Piezoelectric
quartz Crystals"

Budapest, Linommoha , Vol 2, No 1, Jan 1963, pp. 23-26.

Abstract: The follouing subjects were discassed in detail: physical
properties of quartz crystals, technological problems in the manu-
facture of quartz plates, cutting and slicing of quartz crystals,
and coarse and fine grinding of quartz plates. Stressed were the
factors that facilitate mass-production. Eight references, Including
I Hungarian, 1 Russian, 1 German, and 5 Western.

1/1
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DEhES, Miklos, and DESY, Miklos, of the Institute for Machine Tool
Development (Szerszampepfejleszto Inteet)-location not given].

"Fine Turning and Fine Boring with the Hungarian-1Mide Type-FA Tool

Tips"

Budapest, Finamecha=ika, Vol 2, No 1., Jan 1963, pp. 27-30.

Abstract: The tool tips or Type-PA were developed and are produced by
the Kobany' Iron and Steel Foundry (Kobanyi Van- es Acelontode). They
consist of 30% titanium carbide, 6% tungsten carbide, and 4% cobalt.
Fine-turning and fine-boring experiments were reported in detail. Also
described were Oethods for fitting the tips and for restoring the dull
edges. Five references, including 4 Hungarian and 1 German.

1/1
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STRIKER, Gyorgy, Ph. D., Lf-Affiliation not gA,- 7.

'At the treshold of the Second Decade"

Budapest, Meres es Automatika, Vol l1, No l, 1963, p. 1.

Abstract: The journal Mores es Automatika begins the second decade of
its existence with the ca.rrent issue. This article reflects on the
first decade and attempts to look forward to improvments in the journal
during its forthcoming second decade. No references.

I1/1
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HUMGARY

CSAFI, Frigyes, Ph. D., of the Chair for Automation at the Technical
University (Muszaki Egyetem Automatizalasi Tanszek-) [location
not given ].

"The Root-Locus Method"

Budapest, Meres es Automatika, Vol 11, No 1, 1963, pp. 2-8.

Abstract: The basic equations employed in the root-locus method were
described and practical examples were shown for the calculation of
the root-locus curve. Applications of the method to regalating sys-
tems were illustrated. The root-locus method was compared with other
methods as to its usefulness in designing control circuits. Four
references, including 1 German and 3 Western.

1/2
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SCAWEMR, S.) VAliMT R.. and COSMIC,- N. f./-f'iliation not givenr.

"Introduction of the Principles of Automation in. the Iumanitr

People's Republic"

Budapest, Meres esAutwtikao, Vol 11, No I• 1963, pp. 9-16.

Abstraet. This article is a Eu•Wian trax.'siaion of a paper origi-
nelly published. in AqtCMitca si Electronict 196l.1 No 1, pp. 3-13.

L

KM M3, Tamas, *chtnical and ]lectrical Eagineer, of the Central.
Research Laboratory for Measurement Technology (!.erestechnlkai
Kozponti Kutato L)oratorium)-lotcetion not given].

"Problems Pertaining to the Accuracy of Meaaurin•g :uiXient Basee on

Strain-Gae Force wad Pressure Ce'lls"

Budapest, Meres es Automatika) Vol 11, No 1, 1963, PP. 17-,2 and ?4.,

Abstract: -Author's English sumiary, modified_7 A lirge per•entsage
of errors is introduced when the mechanical quentities are transdu-
ced into electrical values. A short review is given of the accuracy
of scme typical measuring systems and methods for calcualating pre-
cisely the maximum and probable accuracies of measuring cells vere
described. Hungsxian-made high-stability strain gages were described.

One of these, made of bakelite, has a 40 micron thickness; it has
a resistance of 110 Ohms, geas resistance with specimen exceeds 500
magobms. Resulting load cells show a creep of 0.0-22% in the value of
readings per 48 hours. No references.L±1 J



P1MI, ,IAzl~o, of the Instrumentation Service at the Hunprian Academy
of Sciences (Maer Tudamanyoe Aksdemia Muszerugyi Szolgalata)!-loca-
tion nct given_/.

"A-lA~p2ication of Interference Phenomena in Infrared Spectroscopy"

Budapest, Mares eosAtomatika, Vol 11, No 1, 1963, pp. 23-24.

Ab•,-tract: Z-uthors English surawyJ The general laws of light-inter-
ferwnce, in thin films yere discussed. Infrared techniques for measuring
thi :.neds were then described and other applications of the interference
pri:•acijle were briefly mentioned. Finally, there wasa discussion on
inttrfe-rence fringes arising from reflection and some problems of inter-
ferimnce filters. Two references to Western publications.

1/1

----------------- -.....

IM• S, Gyula, of the United Incandescent Lamp Works (Egyesult Izzo)
In :Bdehpest.

"1;o8 on the New Statutes Regulating Weights and Measures"

L&pest, Mares es Automatika,. Vol 11, No 1, 1963ý, pp. 25-26.

Abstract, The Eungari= sttutes, promulgated in 1960 were reviesd.
S -,Fe,5ipulate the decimal fractions and multipliers the use of which
t.s :pe•mitted; this a feature not encountered i'n any other statute deo.
ling vl.th the same subject. For tempere;ture measurements the degree C
end degree K designation has been stipulated. The right angle of 90
degrees is now subdivided into hundredths but there is no official ter-
ninolofq for other fractions. Fourteen references, including 5 Runga-
rifal 4 German,. 2 Russian, and 3 Western.

1/1
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V$jsY, Geza, mechanical engineer Z-affiliation not given_7.

"Novelty, Currencyp and Econiical Factore"

Budapest, Mere$ em Autontika, Vol U, No 1, 1963, pp. 27-28.

Abstrat:The author criticizes certain statements contained in the
article ýy THOMP.CU, J., of the British Scientific Instrument Re-
search Association, published in Meres e* Automatika, Vol 10, No
6, 1962, p. 172. Folloving V&yl's spmcn5, there iU a note by the
Editor, offering further camients. Four references, including 2
Hungarian and 2 Western.

1/1
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% UNGARY i1

CSORDAS, Zoltan, of the Research Institute for the Heavy Chegig"

Industry (Nehezvegyipari Kutato Intezet)-location not given)

"Properties and Dimensioning of Loose Membranes" (Part 1)

Budapest, Meres cc Autaatika, Vol U, No 1, 1963, PP. 29-31.

Abstract: Calculations pertaining to the chaacterization of the
effective surface and for the determination of the effective ear-
face in the null-position are discussed. Tables are presented
for certain functional values used in these calculat. ons. Three
references, including I French and 2 Russian.

1/1
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